Languages

**NLA 12**
Conversational French I $130
Wed 6:45-8:45pm
Oct 10-Dec 5
Learn conversational French and useful expressions to help you feel more comfortable ordering from a menu or for that trip you may be planning to Paris.

**NLA 31**
Conversational Italian I $130
Thur 6:45-8:45pm
Oct 11-Dec 6
Gain an introduction to the Italian language while discovering Italian culture.

**NLA 35**
Conversational Japanese I $130
Thur 6:45-8:45pm
Oct 11-Dec 6
Learn basic Japanese vocabulary, greetings and conversation. Gain an introduction to the Japanese language focusing on pronunciation while exploring the Japanese culture and writing system.

**NLA 44**
Conversational Russian I $130
Mon 6:45-8:45pm
Oct 15-Dec 3
Learn to listen and speak beginner Russian so that you can navigate your way in the language. No prior knowledge of Russian is necessary.

**NLA 45**
Conversational Russian II $130
Tue 6:45-8:45pm
Oct 9-Nov 27
For those who have already taken NLA 44. Build a broader vocabulary and advance your communication skills with this Intermediate Russian class.

**NLA 60**
Conversational Spanish I $130
Mon 6:45-8:45pm
Oct 15-Dec 3
Increase your ability to converse with co-workers, colleagues, or neighbors.

**NLA 62**
Conversational Spanish II $130
Mon 6:45-8:45pm
Oct 15-Dec 3
For those who have already taken NLA 60. Build a broader vocabulary and advance your communication skills.